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Seduta miżmuma llum il-Gimgha 23 ta’ Ottubru, 2020.
Mark Gasan being recalled to the witness stand, states on oath in the English
language:
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Mr Gasan, last time when you were testifying you
said that there was a stretch of time when Mr Yorgen Fenech
was not particularly present at ElectroGas and you also stated
that during this time you were attending to issues relating to
ElectroGas. Could you just indicate the time frame of when this
was happening?
Mark Gasan :

I believe it was from two thousand and seventeen (2017),
eighteen (’18) and nineteen (’19), more eighteen (’18) and
nineteen (’19) probably.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : On the first (1st) of June two thousand and fourteen
(2014) it has come to public knowledge that you signed an
agreement with New Energy Supply Limited,
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And in this agreement you undertook to pay New
Energy Supply a fee of two point five million (2.5m). What was
that fee being paid for?
Mark Gasan :

That agreement was signed between Gem Holdings Limited
and New Energy Supply. It was for the provision of services that
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New Energy was supplying and it is in reference to an agreement
that was signed between the consortium members back in
August two thousand thirteen (2013) before the submission of
the bid of ElectroGas. In that agreement signed in two thousand
thirteen (2013) there were a list of tasks both that were financial,
legal and technical, that Gasol and Gem would be performing on
behalf of the consortium. So Gem had these tasks that it had to
perform from when the DEY was published on the basis that of
obviously completion and financing, always subject to that, and
at Gem level as I said in my testimony last time, it was always
agreed from day one that Yorgen Fenech and New Energy,
eventually New Energy company was formed, would handle
those tasks, so Gem was going to be receiving funds for the
provision of those services and tasks which New Energy and
Yorgen were handling on behalf of Gem and therefore there was
an agreement that he would get remunerated for that since he
was not getting any salary or direct …, that was the
remuneration.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So how much was the amount that Gem was
expected to receive from ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

Basically there were, so the agreement on the development
fees which was the provision of services for those particular tasks
was two million to come from, to go Gem and two million to go
to Gasol, and what eventually happened was Gem got two
million euros (€2m) from ElectroGas after obviously successful
award and financing for the provision of services of those tasks
outlined in the agreement of two thousand thirteen (2013), and
2
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Gem pay New Energy one million euros (€1m), not two point five
(2.5).
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : The agreement indicates that what Gem owes New
Energy Supply Limited is the amount of two point five million
(2.5m),
Mark Gasan :

No, the agreement says that basically Gem would pay New
Energy two point five million (2.5m) based on Gem getting in fees
from ElectroGas and from Gasol, but Gem in actual fact only got
two million euros (€2m) from ElectroGas and therefore paid New
Energy one million euros (€1m). The rest of the funds do not
come to Gem and that is why it is one million euros (€1m).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So when I asked you how much funds you were
expecting to receive from ElectroGas you told me you were
expecting to receive two million (2m) from ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You knew you were expecting to receive two million
from ElectroGas when you signed this agreement with New
Energy?
Mark Gasan :

Yes, the two million from ElectroGas was to come in from
the agreement of August two thousand thirteen (2013).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So you knew you were going to receive two million,
but you agreed to pay New Energy two point five million (2.5m).
Mark Gasan :

No, as I tried to explain, in the agreement it is specific that
fees were meant to come in from Gasol and ElectroGas. But only
two million was paid from ElectroGas; no fees were collected
from Gasol, that is why one million was paid to YF, for the
provision of services as per the agreement of August two
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thousand thirteen (2013) which list was exhaustive and that New
Energy Yorgen Fenech was tasked to handle and handled on
behalf of Gem. So Gem got in two million euros (€2m) and paid
out one million to YF and retained one million net within Gem.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Mr Gasan, were you a signatory to this agreement of
June two thousand and fourteen (2014)?
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Are you aware that the fee clause of this agreement
does not refer to what you are saying?
Mark Gasan :

It does refer.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Then I am going to forward this agreement to you
and you can identify where.
Mark Gasan :

Sure. Here you go, basically clause five point one (5.1)
“upon interim bridge and upon Gem receiving … … from
ElectroGas Limited and Gasol plc it shall pay an NES. If the
development fee is adjusted prior to the bridge … it will be less.”
So basically the fee from Gasol did not come in and that is why…
so Gem received two million and paid one million.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : The article that you have just read reads as follows:
“Upon interim bridge close,” which refers to what, you obtain
facility from the bank?
Mark Gasan :

So in August two thousand thirteen (2013) prior to the
submission of the bid, agreements were signed on fees. Now the
submission of the bid at that time was based on if ElectroGas
won the bid, it would sign the agreement and … … to financial
close, which would mean the shareholders … the equity and the
lenders would put in, lenders would loan the money to
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ElectroGas, which was done as a financial package done and
approved by the lenders. So when we signed that in June two
thousand and fourteen (2014) it was after ElectroGas had won
the bid and when the issue of State aid started to come about …
the situation. So State aid came about, it looked like we could not
go to financial close and there were therefore discussions of how
to start the process.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So what this also says also: “Upon interim bridge
close and upon Gem receiving its development fees in full from
ElectroGas and Gasol”…, how much were the development fees?
Mark Gasan :

In the August two thousand thirteen (2013) agreement?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No, the development fees in total that you had
agreed to. I am sure that here when you refer to development
fees you knew exactly how much those development fees were.
Mark Gasan :

So two million euros (€2m) were to come from ElectroGas
into Gem. And there was a separate agreement, I was not party
to it, that Gasol would pay Gem one point five million euros
(€1.5m), which money never came into Gem. Hence Gem
collected two million euros (€2m) and for provision of services
that YF supplied to Gem for all the tasks outlined within the
August two thousand thirteen (2013) agreement was paid one
million.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Why do you indicate that you were not aware of a
separate agreement with Gasol to pay Gem,
Mark Gasan :

I did not say I was not aware, I said I was not party to those
negotiations and …
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So you were not party to the negotiations between
Gem and Gasol where Gasol was meant to pay Gem?
Mark Gasan :

Yes, yes,

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And what was Gasol meant to pay Gem for?x
Mark Gasan :

Amount for tasks, amount to do tasks. The amount was to
be one point five million euros (€1.5m) and the agreement of
August two thousand thirteen (2013) signed between the
consortium members and Gem and Gasol had an exhaustive list
of tasks, I think there were eleven tasks that were broken down
that covered technical, financial and legal. Now, at that point in
time my understanding is that Gem was going to handle certain
parts of that task and Gasol was going to handle certain parts of
that task. Thereafter, I believe there were discussions that
basically that Gem was doing more tasks and therefore
requested from Gasol to get a part of its fees. As I said I was not
party to those discussions. I was informed.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Is this two point five million part of the sixteen part

six million success fee?
Mark Gasan :

There were two different agreements signed –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

But is the amount you are mentioning, two point five,

part of the success –
Mark Gasan :

No, no, there are two different agreements, one of them it
was called success fee which was basically to be paid to all the
shareholders equally on the successful completion of the project
and that was –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

It was one third of sixteen million, no?
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Mark Gasan :

No, so, let me explain. There were two agreements signed
in August two thousand thirteen (2013) before the submission of
the bids that ElectroGas did. One agreement regulated the
success fee and that was for an amount of six point five million.
That was going to be payable to all the shareholders equally. The
idea of that agreement was, and it was obviously approved by
the lenders, was that on successful award to ElectroGas, their
completion, the company … straightaway … … equity and that six
point five was meant to be reimbursement for cost incurred by
the shareholders and also to be reinvested back in the company.
At no point was that money to go to the shareholders. So this is
not a question of success fees as dividends, successful
completion to be put back into the project.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That is not what Mr Apap Bologna told us.

Mark Gasan :

But that is what it is.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But you are differing. You are differing greatly here.

Mark Gasan :

I am saying … my testimony.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That is not what we were told last time. We were told part

of them went toward the bank fees, but then the remainder
went to you the shareholders.
Mark Gasan :

No, that is not correct.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That is what we were told.

Mark Gasan :

That is not correct.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

In any case, as long as you are certain of what you are

saying.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, I am certain of what I am saying. So let me explain, if I
can. So at that point there was this agreement on six point five
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million to be … And there was a second agreement for four
million euros (€4m) development fees. Now, in that agreement it
was not to be paid equally toward the shareholders; two million
was to be paid to Gasol and two million to be payable to Gem.
And that was for the particular tasks that Gem and Gasol were
doing over and above,
Imh. A. Lofaro :

And what were these tasks?

Mark Gasan :

The whole list is listed in the agreement and basically they
made of technical, legal and financial. The agreement which I
believe you have a copy of has all the listed details. So Gem and
Gasol especially since they were not a value partner because
Siemens were silling the selling the power station and Socar …
Gem and Gasol were doing these tasks. And so it was a
reimbursement sort of –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

In respect of fees they might have incurred?

Mark Gasan :

Not fees, no, it was for services rendered.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But they would need experts for those services?

Mark Gasan :

Services rendered basically to put the consortium together,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

lawyers, technical experts,

Mark Gasan :

with all the consultants and so on.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes.

Mark Gasan :

Now, on this point, so these two agreements were also part
of the financial package and approved by the lenders and during
this period and up to then December fourteen (’14) when the
original bridge loan was done, all these tasks were done. So it
was managing, getting together the consortium, all the
consultants, all the lenders, the technical, and that is why, so it
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was services rendered. On this point, if I can say, there is
someone who obviously is a lot more knowledgeable than I am
on this because PWC were involved from day one and it was run
by John Zarb. So if you want a bit more of an explanation –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

PWC.

Mark Gasan :

And specifically John Zarb who will be able to give you a
complete explanation. And also as it is quite technical of how the
financial package was put together. But these were the
commercially sensible and above board put together, but the
financial package needs to be explained by … But these were not
to clarify to be clear for money to go out to the shareholders;
these were not fees –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No, but the success fees were.

Mark Gasan :

No, the success fees –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That was what we were told last time.

Mark Gasan :

They are not.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : If I can go back to understanding –
Imh. M. Mallia :

… this sitting, who computed this, the success fee, who

computed it? Who decided that it would be – ?
Imh. A. Lofaro :

And how much it would be? You know.

Mark Gasan :

That is why. So in August two thousand thirteen (2013) the
success fee was meant to be six point five million (6.5m) and
there were the four million (4m) development fees, part of the
financial package, and PWC and John Zarb were part of coming
up with that whole structure,

Imh. M. Mallia :

So it was John Zarb?

Mark Gasan :

Yes, as the consultant then will be able to explain it to you.
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Imh. M. Mallia :

As a consultant.

Mark Gasan :

Yes, and he gave it to –

Imh. M. Mallia :

He suggested that the success fee should be that amount

and not another.
Mark Gasan :

Yes. At that point the six point five million (6.5m) was
meant to be, was, I think was as a reimbursement of cost to the
shareholders because the shareholders were obviously involved
in the whole compilation of the bill for works done and also to, as
part of the financial package we came to financial close, but the
funds of the six point five, my understanding they were not to go
out as dividends, to be reinvested and back into the company, is
my understanding.

Imh. M. Mallia :

And you said that the bank were aware that you were

keeping this success fee?
Mark Gasan :

Yes, but that is why I really think particularly on this point –

Imh. M. Mallia :

and what banks are we referring to?

Mark Gasan :

There were a number of banks because the idea was that
the lending, because the issue of the Government guarantee was
not even contemplated or discussed at that point in time. So the
idea was if ElectroGas won the bid, they would go sign the
agreements and set up the ElectroGas company, shareholders
put in the equity, the banks give the money and ElectroGas bills
the … … with it. So this was all part of the financial package. What
happened though, then after ElectroGas was successful in its bid,
this issue of State aid came about. And my understanding is
initially Government did not think that there need to be an
application and that it would manage to get clearance quickly.
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But when that was apparent formal application needed to be
done and it was going to take a long period of time –
Imh. M. Mallia :

and who piloted this application for State aid?

Mark Gasan :

Government appointed this company called Oxera, is my
understanding,

Imh. M. Mallia :

That was what Oxera was all about?

Mark Gasan :

Sorry?

Imh. M. Mallia :

Is that what Oxera was all about?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That was helping in the State aid, wasn’t it?

Mark Gasan :

Yes,

Imh. M. Mallia :

So it was appointed by the Government.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, it was Government consultant regarding State
aid.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Government State aid with the European Commission.

Imh. M. Mallia :

So was Oxera aware that you were receiving these … …

Mark Gasan :

So basically Oxera, so the issue then, so initially the success
fee paid on the successful completion were meant to be six point
five million (6.5m) which was money to be reinvested by
ElectroGas is my understanding.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It is the first time we are hearing this reinvestment thing.

Mark Gasan :

But that is my understanding, Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

All right. But could you be mistaken? Could you?

Mark Gasan :

No, because –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You are sure.

Mark Gasan :

Because then also the six point five (6.5) then, one year
later, did not remain six point five, it was increased to twelve
million (12m).
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

The success fees you mean.

Mark Gasan :

And that is how you get to the sixteen million (16m)
because it is the twelve million (12m) plus the four million (4m)
investment fees.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

And the year after that, were there any more success fees?

Mark Gasan :

No, no, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So two years then.

Mark Gasan :

No, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No. But you said one year later, that is what you said.

Maybe I have misunderstood.
Mark Gasan :

So basically, so one year later when the issue of this state
guarantee happened, and the idea from Government side
because two options as I explained in my testimony last time, …
… holds the project wait until State aid clearance or find a way to
finance the project because the lenders of ElectroGas were not
going to loan the money,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

of course not.

Mark Gasan :

until the issue of State aid was cleared.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Was resolved, yes, yes.

Mark Gasan :

So my understanding is that the twelve million (12m) was to
cover the cost of the Government guarantee which was eleven
million euro (€11m) and the bank charges, so the twelve million
(12m) that was paid out was reinvested back in by paying these
costs,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

And when you say “my understanding,” does it mean that

you are sure? Or is it what you believe?
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Mark Gasan :

No, the Government guarantee was paid by the
shareholders and the bank charges. So it is a fact.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So it is not your understanding; these are facts.

Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

According to your, right?

Mark Gasan :

According to me, yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

They are facts.

Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

And they were reinvested in ElectroGas?

So the Government guarantee –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

No, no, the amount which you received –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No, the success fees we mean. We are talking about those.

Mark Gasan :

So the success fees, the twelve million euros (€12m) was
paid four million (4m) per shareholder. When we got to interim
bridge and there was the issue of the Government guarantee,
there was a formula of how much it is, each shareholder had to
pay three point six million (3.6m), so three point six (3.6) out of
the four million (4m) plus the bank charges which totalled four
million euros (€4m).

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

… … loan to ElectroGas? Invested how? It was your

money.
Mark Gasan :

Not invested. There was a Government fee to get the
guarantee, a fee paid to Government. So eleven million euros
(€11m) was physically paid to Government to get the
Government guarantee. The Government guarantee was not
free.
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Yes, yes, but the amount received as success fees was

due only to you, not to the other –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

he said to all the shareholders.

Mark Gasan :

No, to all the shareholders.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Equally you said.

Mark Gasan :

Equally.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But what about Mr Yorgen Fenech? Was he not paid more

because he had his own separate company, New Energy.
Mark Gasan :

As I was explaining before, so the fees, there were two
agreements, there were success fees made on successful
completion, and then there were the development fees just two
million (2m) to Gem to –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Let us concentrate on success fees please.

Mark Gasan :

No, those were used to pay for the Government guarantee
–

Imh. A. Lofaro :

but was Mr Yorgen Fenech paid a separate amount because

of New Energy?
Mark Gasan :

No, on the success fees, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No. But on the development, that is a different matter.

Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Ok.

Imh. M. Mallia :

Was … aware that you are being paid the Scotland?

Mark Gasan :

Who? Sorry?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

The Government.

Imh. M. Mallia :

Was the Government aware that you were being paid these

success fees?
Mark Gasan :

Was the Government aware that – ?
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Imh. M. Mallia :

That you were being paid these monies?

Mark Gasan :

So on interim bridge, the first one in December fourteen
(’14) and so on, the agreement on the guranatees, my
understanding is it was eighty percent (80%) Government and
twenty percent (20%) the shareholders. So the shareholders
were putting up letter of credit, it was not as though the
shareholders were putting up on guarantees and no money, so
twenty percent (20%) –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But that is not what he asked you. He asked: Did the

Government know that you were being paid success fees?
Mark Gasan :

The Government know – ?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That you were being paid success fees? Not just you, all the

shareholders.
Mark Gasan :

The twelve million euros (€12m) success fees that were paid
were used to pay for the Government guarantee …

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, but did the Government notice?

Imh. M. Mallia :

But did the Government know?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That is the question.

Mark Gasan :

Eleven million (11m)? it was paid to Government.

Imh. M. Mallia :

Ok, the eleven million (11m) were paid to the Government.

Did the Government know, was it aware that you were being
paid success fees / development costs, whatever?
Mark Gasan :

No, I mean, I am not sure of that answer but what I do know
is obviously that all the expenses that went out of ElectroGas to
bridge loan were approved. Now whether it was approved by
Government or the lenders, they were pre-approved. Now, also,
it is important to know that there is the shareholders of
15
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ElectroGas put up the letters of credit for twenty percent (20%)
of the value. So that amount was covered as such –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, we know the amount was covered. That was not the

question. Did Oxera know about the success fees?
Mark Gasan :

Oxera’s role, to my understanding, to do with ElectroGas
was to see for State aid if –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Exactly! Was the commission made aware of these success

fees?
Mark Gasan :

They were put in as costs, so the cost was there, it was an
actual cost. So the success fees were as costs, although the four
million (4m) which was services rendered and the twelve million
(12m) that was used to pay for the Government guarantee, it was
a cost.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So, am I right in saying that Oxera and Government were

not specifically told that the shareholders were being paid
success fees? Yes or no please. Because if you go round in circles,
I mean; yes or no … …
Mark Gasan :

Your Honour, I am trying to answer you –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Go round in circles, but then tell me yes or no.

Mark Gasan :

I am trying to answer you as best of my ability,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

but you have not answered yet.

Mark Gasan :

But you are saying the success fees went to the
shareholders. And I am saying, no, the money was reinvested; it
did not go out to the shareholders.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Did they know this? But did they know they were called

success fees? Or did you call them for Oxera’s purposes
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development fees? This is what I want to know. How did you
couch them, the term?
Mark Gasan :

I was not involved in the process.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Don’t you know?!

Mark Gasan :

I was not involved in the process, Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Did you not read the contract?

Mark Gasan :

Which contract, Your Honour? Which contract are you
referring to please?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

The one that was… Dr Therese will tell you.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I am still trying to understand –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Even me, I am grappling with all this, but you know.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Can we just take it one question at a time, ok? I
understand you have a whole story to tell us because I
understand you must have been also reading the reporting of
what has been said. I think you have said what you had. So I
could ask you just one simple questions. Back to this June two
thousand and fourteen (2014) agreement, so I understand that
Gem was due money from both ElectroGas and Gasol, right?
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So, how much was due by ElectroGas and how much
was due by Gasol?
Mark Gasan :

So, Gem was due as per August two thousand thirteen
(2013) agreement two million (2m) from ElectroGas and then
there was another agreement between Gem and Gasol for one
point five million euros (€1.5m).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And when you tell me that Gem was owed by Gasol
one point five million (1.5m), I understand that this was owed for
17
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the services, the legal, technical, financial services which Gem
was to perform in ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes. So Gasol were at that point in time aware that it
was Mr Yorgen Fenech who will be performing these services?
Mark Gasan :

He negotiated the agreement; I did not negotiate that
agreement.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So what I am understanding is that ElectroGas and
Gasol were willing to pay Gem who in turn sub-contracted new
electric supply to perform these services on its behalf.
Mark Gasan :

So the development fees, the four million euros (€4m) were
specifically –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I am not even asking about the fees at this point; I am
just trying to understand the structure.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Let’s forget the amounts.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Ok. So, from what I am understanding from this
agreement, the same paragraph you were referring to, Gem was
to perform services for ElectroGas,
Mark Gasan :

Yes, there were a list of tasks as per the August two
thousand thirteen (2013) agreement,

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Exactly; the technical, financial and legal. But Gem
was agreed to pay New Energy to perform these same tasks,
right?
Mark Gasan :

As I said in my last testimony from day one the agreement
was between us as Gem that Yorgen would, New Energy would
look after all the tasks.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So we are correct in saying that this agreement, in
this agreement, you are undertaking to pay two point five million
(2.5m) to Yorgen Fenech –
Mark Gasan :

Out of three point five million (3.5m), yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : to Yorgen Fenech for taking the lead and performing
all the services you were meant to perform for ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, the services rendered. So just to be clear, Gem on
development fees was meant to receive three point five million
(3.5m) and to pay New Energy two point five million (2.5m).
However, that did not happen.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

However?

Mark Gasan :

However, that did not happen. In actual fact Gem only
received two million euros (€ 2m),

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : from ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

from ElectroGas. No! not from ElectroGas.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

From whom?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : From whom?
Mark Gasan :

From ElectroGas, only receive two million euros (€2m).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So Gem only received two million euros (€2m) from
ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Why was Gem not paid the one point five million
(1.5m) by Gasol?
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Why not?

Mark Gasan :

My understanding is at that time Gasol was going through
difficulties and then a few months later –
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

It already had financial difficulties, almost at the onset of

the project.
Mark Gasan :

No, no, this was in two thousand and fifteen (2015), Your
Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

A year later then.

Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It ran into difficulties, financial difficulties.

Mark Gasan :

And actually they dropped out in June two thousand and
fifteen (2015).

Imh. A. Lofaro :

They got out.

Mark Gasan :

Yes, in two thousand and fifteen (2015).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So the one point five million (1.5m) that Gasol was
meant to forward to Gem, was that meant to be part of the
amount that Gasol had to charge ElectroGas as development
fee?
Mark Gasan :

So my understanding is that Gasol was going to charge as
per agreement of August two thousand thirteen (2013) with
ElectroGas two million euros (€2m), then there was an
agreement between Gasol and Gem for Gasol to pay one point
five million (1.5m) of that amount to Gem.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So, in essence, the agreement was that Gasol would
receive two million (2m) from ElectroGas, retain five hundred
thousand (500,000) and pay Gem one point five million (1.5m).
Mark Gasan :

Yes, correct.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Now you are telling me that Gasol never paid Gem
one point five million (1.5m).
Mark Gasan :

Correct.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : But do you know whether Gasol received the two
million (2m) from ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

I believe the two million (2m) was paid to ElectroGas, yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So why did it not pay you the one point five million
(1.5m) it owed you?
Mark Gasan :

Because, as I said earlier, I had –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

they had difficulties.

Mark Gasan :

They had difficulties. One, I did not meet personally, I did
not have the relationship with Gasol, so I am not aware exactly
why it was not pay; I did not have relationship with Gasol, that is
the reality.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Do you, is it in your nature to forgive one point five
million (1.5m) owed to you?
Imh. A. Lofaro :

It is a lot of money, isn’t it?

Mark Gasan :

No, no, but wait. What you are missing is, for Gem, my
responsibility is Gem, the net is for Gem to retain is the one
million (1m), which it did. One point five million (1.5m) would
have gone to New Energy. Since New Energy did not chase for it,
it was not chased, but my responsibility was to ensure that Gem
got the net of one million (1m), which it did.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Do you know if New Energy actually charged Gasol
separately for that one point five million (1.5m)?
Mark Gasan :

I was informed recently there was a review done by an
external consultants,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

A review?

Mark Gasan :

A review of ElectroGas done by an external international
firm and they has a high level presentation to the shareholders of
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ElectroGas which I attended, giving us the conclusions, the high
level conclusions of the report, and they advised that in their
opinion, we were advised that the one point five million (1.5m)
was paid directly from Gasol to New Energy.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

And when was it made, when?

Mark Gasan :

I cannot verify that. That is what I was told. I do not have
access to New Energy.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So the forensic audit that you have undertaken –
Mark Gasan :

ElectroGas undertaking.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : ElectroGas undertook, has clearly shown that New
Energy Supply Limited received one million (1m) from you, from
Gem and one point five million (1.5m) directly from Gasol,
correct?
Mark Gasan :

That is what they said yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So this agreement has been paid in full and New
Energy Supply Limited has received two point five million (2.5m).
Mark Gasan :

That is what they said, yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Ok.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You were previously referring to a different type of
payment, a different type of fee, and initially you said that it was
agreed that the success fee would be six point five million (6.5m),
but then this was increased to twelve million (12m).
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So when was it agreed to be six point five million
(6.5m)? and can you explain how or what led to the increase to
twelve million (12m)?
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Mark Gasan :

I tried to explain it before. I will try again. So, and as I said
earlier, I really think, because this is highly technical, John Zarb
would really be able to explain it better, but I will try my best.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes please.

Mark Gasan :

So, the six point five million (6.5m) as I explained was on the
basis that should ElectroGas be successful in its bit, it would sign
the agreement with Government, form the company, so the
private company ElectroGas, shareholders would put in their
equity and loans and that 6.5 would be basically re-invested back
into ElectroGas.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Re-invested, ehe.

Mark Gasan :

That was my understanding.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So why was it raised to twelve (12)?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : What made it increase to twelve (12)?
Imh. A. Lofaro :

It’s double.

Mark Gasan :

Then was happened, my understanding, come two
thousand and fifteen (2015), so a year and a half later, when
ElectroGas could not get the financial close because the lenders
would not –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

until State aid question was resolved.

Mark Gasan :

because of State aid, the issue was so how to start getting
this project off the ground,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

off the ground, yes.

Mark Gasan :

So to give loans money so that it can pay for deposits,
consultants and so on, so the budget can move. And my
understanding is that the Government guarantee came into it of
which the fees and the charges were going to be twelve million
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euros (€ 12m), so the idea was that that amount would increase
to twelve million euros (€12m) so it would go to the shareholders
because the shareholders were going to do the letters of credit
and also the payments of the Government guarantee and the
bank charges directly, and not ElectroGas, which equals that
amount. So that money went out and back in as an expense for
ElectroGas.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

So it went up by six million (6m), right?

Mark Gasan :

Yes, it is equal the amount of the Government guarantee
fee that was paid to Government, and the bank charges in
relation to the Government –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

That amounted to six million (6m)?

Mark Gasan :

No, to twelve million (12m), Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

To twelve (12).

Mark Gasan :

Yes. So the Government –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

twelve million (12m).

Mark Gasan :

Eleven million (11m) on the guarantee fee and there were
the bank charges.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

twelve million (12m).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You were asked before by the Board whether this
information of the success fees and the development fees was
actually explained and given to Oxera.
Mark Gasan :

I was not involved in that process, as I said earlier.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So who could answer this question for us?

Mark Gasan :

I believe John Zarb would be able to assist on that.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

John Zarb.

Mark Gasan :

Yes.
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

Ok.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : In two thousand sixteen (2016), if an email is sent to
the Board, would you have received a copy of that email?
Mark Gasan :

What do you mean?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

In two thousand sixteen (2016).

Mark Gasan :

I am not understanding –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You said you were shadowing, you attended the
Board meetings as an observer.
Mark Gasan :

I started, as I said last time, I started to get a bit more
involved in the project late two thousand and fifteen (2015),

Imh. A. Lofaro :

but would you be copied, emailed?

Mark Gasan :

If I am copied in the email?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes.

Mark Gasan :

Am I copied?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

I am asking you! You have to tell us.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Imh. A. Lofaro :

If he has been copied, he has been copied.

But he does not know!

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : That would be easy if you send it to a person
separately, but if you send it to a group name which is Board, it
would not be –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

If it is sent to the Board, she said, would you be copied?

Would you be copied with such an email? That was the question.
Mark Gasan :

So, was my email address on that? No, in the beginning it
was not, and I got included in the Board email later on; I am not
sure whether it was late sixteen (’16), I was definitely not in it
when it was initially formed. I got involved when I got more
involved in the project.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Ok.
Mark Gasan :

I do not know the exact date.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So were you involved or at least observing the
operations when E-Cubed Consultants were involved in assisting?
Mark Gasan :

Who? Sorry?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : E-Cubed.
Mark Gasan :

It does not ring a bell.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Mr Cordina.
Mark Gasan :

It does not ring a bell to me.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It does not ring a bill. So let me read you two
separate emails which were addressed to the Board, ok, and one
of them, the first one is from an employee of Siemens –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Can we have the date please of the email?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : The date is twelfth (12th) April two thousand sixteen
(2016).
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Ok. Thank you.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And the subject is Malta Energy Project Financial
Model. So this is an email sent to the Board and it says as follows:
“Dear all, I am planning to send out this email to Oxera and
Government of Malta today. Please review this especially point
one (1) with the development fee. Can you please provide your
input before three p.m. (3.00 p.m.) as I will be on the road
afterwards.” And the draft email sent below and the particular
question reads as follows. So you have a breakdown of the cost
and one line there reads: “Pre-construction / Development costs,
and the total is twenty point twenty million (20.20m).” The
question that this employee had to the Board read as follows: “In
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the twenty point twenty million (20.20m) we have sixteen point
eight six million (16.86m) development fees for the sponsors.”
Now, the sponsors were Gem, Siemens and Socar as
shareholders of ElectroGas. “What should we say about this to
Oxera as this might be overcompensation?” So were you aware
that there were concerns that the payment of development fees
and success fees could jeopardize the approval of the European
Commission for State aid?
Mark Gasan :

No, I was not aware and also I do not think… I do not recall
that email, I do not think at that point I was on that email. But on
this point of Oxera, if I can just make a point as my
understanding, is that that is an actual cost. So as I said the
success fees were for the actual fee of the Government. Oxera, in
the end, I believe it submitted, because there was the issue
whether it is compensation to the shareholders, and I agree with
you, so –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : you were aware that there was this issue?
Mark Gasan :

That was the issue of State aid. So Oxera had submitted, I
believe, in two thousand and fifteen (2015) saying that the
shareholders of ElectroGas would get the IIR of nine percent
(9%). And then in sixteen (’16) of seven percent (7%). But in
actual fact today the IIR is five percent (5%) or less. So the issue
of overcompensation to the shareholders is not there. If the
exercise was done now it is actually much less then … …

Imh. A. Lofaro :

What if you think back? Think back. Think back to two

thousand sixteen (2016).
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Mark Gasan :

I confirmed Your Honour that I do not recall. I am just saying
in reality the situation of State aid, whichever way you look at it,
due to the cost overruns, the shareholders definitely are not
getting overcompensated. In actual fact the IIR –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

are you sure of that?

Mark Gasan :

Yes,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

you are sure.

Mark Gasan :

Yes. The forecasted IIR today is actually much less than
what was submitted and approved by … …

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Mr Gasan, the issue of overcompensation was
necessary to the European Commission at the time when it was
giving its approval.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Which is not today; four years ago.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : That is why I am quoting emails from two thousand
sixteen (2016).
Mark Gasan :

I was just given context of it, Dottoressa.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So, are you aware that this information was not
explained to Oxera and to Ronald Mizzi in reality, through a
following email?
Mark Gasan :

I was not copied in that email. But I think, I tried to explain
that the shareholders were … … that was presented by Oxera in
the end, at first it was nine percent (9%), then seven percent
(7%) which was approved by … Commission, actually
substantially less.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But we are not talking about today.

Mark Gasan :

But I was not involved.
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

But is it, you know, is this normal that shareholders would

not know, would not be made aware of these problems? You did
invest a lot of money, didn’t you?
Mark Gasan :

Because it is an actual cost, Your Honour, so that put in it is
a cost and the cost it is a cost because –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It is a cost. If the shareholders decide to charge the
company, it is a cost for the company.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, but overcompensation,

Mark Gasan :

But, Your Honour, that money did not go out to the
shareholders; that money went for costs to do with the project.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But irrespective of where the money went.

Mark Gasan :

It is a cost though, Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

If it is an overcompensation, it is a problem.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Mr Gasan, are you aware –
Mark Gasan :

But it is not shareholders, it is a cost.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Look, –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

No, it’s a problem, isn’t it?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It is cost for ElectroGas because you are charging
ElectroGas. Are you aware that Gem actually invoiced ElectroGas
for two million (2m) and four point one million (4.1m)?
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And you received those funds from ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, and at the same time on the four point one million
(4.1m) on the success fees which is payable obviously on the
successful completion of the project which … went through, that,
the Government guarantee fees and the bank charges were paid
on behalf of the project as costs.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So are you saying that Gem instead of ElectroGas paid
these charges?
Mark Gasan :

Exactly.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So Gem paid charges which were due by ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, because ElectroGas –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And how are you… is there an agreement on how
Gem will be refunded these costs that it paid for ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

No, the costs remained within Gem, that is why. So there
was never any refund by ElectroGas of these fees. That is why I
am saying that might not go to the shareholders because it is a
cost.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Let me go back a bit to the agreement with New
Energy Supply Limited, I am sorry I am taking you back to this,
but there is something that your colleague testified last week and
I think it needs to be clarified. Who gave you a draft of this
agreement?
Mark Gasan :

Basically the three agreements. So the two agreements
signed in August thirteen (’13), and then this one, they were
drafted by GVZH, and if you read them, actually even the
preambles the whereas, this, that, they are actually following
each other. I mean if you read them –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So this was actually drafted by lawyers.
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And did you receive a copy of this before you signed
it?
Mark Gasan :

Which one? This one?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : The one with New Energy Supply Limited.
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Mark Gasan :

I cannot recall, but I will assume so.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So you were aware that it is stated that New Energy
and Gem started developing the project in two thousand and
seven (2007).
Mark Gasan :

That is a preamble, right?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, it is a preamble.
Mark Gasan :

I was not there in two thousand and seven (2007), as I said
last time.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So for you, you accepted it as a given.
Mark Gasan :

I was not involved in two thousand and seven (2007).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Is this preamble found in other agreements as well?
Mark Gasan :

The preamble in two thousand thirteen (2013) agreement is
like that but obviously with Gem and Gasol. So that is why, so the
preamble was following. This is my understanding of how it was
thereafter. But it is preamble, it is not a whereas.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Are there shareholders loans that have been
provided by Gem to ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And these interest free loans?
Mark Gasan :

No.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No. So Gem is paid interest on loans.
Mark Gasan :

Gem is meant to be paid interest on loans, yes, but no
payments have been made yet.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Received yet. But these interests have not been
waived, right?
Mark Gasan :

By Gem, no.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No.
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Mark Gasan :

But they have not been paid.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And these shareholders loans represent what
amounts or what payments made on behalf of ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

No, it is the equity.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It is for the equity?
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And

the

sixteen

thousand

(16,000)

success

development fees, have those been considered as being part –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Sixteen million (16m), not sixteen thousand.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Sorry. Sixteen million (16m).
Mark Gasan :

No. As I said earlier the success fees of twelve million euros
(€12m) were used to pay for the Government guarantee fee and
the bank charges.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Do you have receipts for all this?

Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You have.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : What I am unable to understand it how you would
pay twelve million euros (€12m) for ElectroGas without getting a
rate of return on them?
Mark Gasan :

No, because Dottoressa, I have been trying to explain it that
the eleven million (11m) guarantee fee and the bank charges
were costs for the project that should have been … but paid by
the shareholders instead. It is netted off. The money did not go
out of the shareholders. And Gem shareholders did not get
refunded that amount from ElectroGas.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So what you are telling me is that you accepted two
waive you success fees?
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Mark Gasan :

In reality it was a cost, yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And this was simply an accounting practice, an
accounting exercise where you issue an invoice, you receive the
money and you pay them back?
Mark Gasan :

The reality is yes, that is what has happened, no money
came out of that or it was not charged back to ElectroGas, that is
the reality of it, Dottoressa.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So according to you this was simply an accounting
exercise.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, because also you have to bear in mind that letters of
credit that were put up by the shareholders, not by ElectroGas,
by ElectroGas did not have any assets, so the fee had to be paid
by the shareholders and not by the company. That is my
understanding.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And if this was simply an accounting exercise –
Mark Gasan :

you are using the word “an accounting exercise,”

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : you are telling me you did not receive the money, you
simply paid them back. So if it was just a paper –
Mark Gasan :

No, not paid them back, you are saying “paid them back,”

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Well, you paid them to the Government on behalf of
ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, yes, yes, yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So were the shareholders loans to ElectroGas due
because ElectroGas was having funding problems?
Mark Gasan :

No, as you know the process of financing of this project
from where ElectroGas submitted its bid, did not happen
because of the issue of State aid so that the Government
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guarantee. In the end when the Government guarantee was
repaid and removed, the shareholders put up all their equity,
which I believe was a hundred million (100m), and borrowed the
rest from the lenders. So I believe Gem’s share was thirty-four
million (34m) and that thirty-four million (34m) is a shareholders
loan, so the equity was put in as a shareholders loan from Gem
to ElectroGas, and that loan carries interest. Does that explain
the – ?
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Is this a shareholders loan that took place in two
thousand and seventeen (2017) or are there more shareholders
loans?
Mark Gasan :

No, so the process of the Government guarantee as I was
explaining earlier was always eighty:twenty (80:20), so twenty
percent (20%) from the shareholders, eighty percent (80%) from
the Government. So during that period there was a mixture of
letters of credit and equity put in. So there were times where if
there was a requirement of cash injection into ElectroGas like the
situation where there was I believe a garnishee order, then the
shareholders put in the money. But in the end it all got sort of
put together and closed when the Government guarantee was
removed and when financial close was done and all the equity
was put together as a shareholders loan from the shareholders to
ElectroGas. Does that answer your question?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It that is your answer. I think we have already
referred to the ElectroGas, the Government concession granted
to ElectroGas on the excise duty, and I believe we have already
referred to one of your emails where you specifically say that the
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issue of excise duty in forty million (40m) needs to be shouldered
by the Government as this will seriously affect your profit and
loss.
Mark Gasan :

No … we went into this last time, we went to this last time.
My email says clearly that I spoke to the CFO who advised me
that ElectroGas’ position on the excise tax was that it should be
paid by Enemalta. He also advised me that Enemalta was saying
the opposite … … was saying there is this issue that needs to be
escalated and resolved. But I was basing my email on what I was
hearing from the CFO who was saying that ElectroGas’ position
on this matter is that it should not be shouldered by ElectroGas,
but should be shouldered by Enemalta. And even, Dottoressa,
last time you showed that chart of the board meeting that
showed what ElectroGas’s position was and what Enemalta was…
there was an issue that needed to be resolved, I was saying it
needs to be resolved, that is all I was saying, from the
information I was getting from management.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : My question was actually whether the excise tax, the
concession, would have made a difference to your rate of return.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

It would have made a difference, no?

Mark Gasan :

I believe so but the financial model I believe that the
financial controller tell me about did not have it, so in fact no. It
is what I mean a negative return if ElectroGas … negative, so the
financial model –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But your return would have been less.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : If you were to pay the excise tax you would have had
a negative return.
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

Exactly.

Mark Gasan :

Because the financial model that the CFO was referring to
did not have it included because ElectroGas’s position was that it
was payable by Enemalta.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So if you paid the excise duty you would have had a
negative return.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Is it a yes or is it a no?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You are not paying the excise duty, am I right in
saying –
Mark Gasan :

The whole? What do you mean?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You are telling me that if you paid the excise duty it
would have turned negative, the return would have turned
negative.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Even the more negative.

Mark Gasan :

But not the whole company was negative in the sense, yes,
there is this issue which the CFO was advising me is not in the
financial model of ElectroGas,

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, let’s forget about modelling.

Mark Gasan :

So, yes, if it was payable, if it was payable to Enemalta then
yes, obviously.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You are going to get less, model or no model.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Ara you aware that you were initially advised that you
model as given to Enemalta and as given to the Government of
Malta included the payment of excise duty by yourselves, and
not by Enemalta?
Mark Gasan :

As I said last time I explained my position and what was I
informed. I have asked ElectroGas to clarify the position, I said
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last time that I was frustrated that ElectroGas have not come out
… … the position, I am more frustrated today that they have not
come out –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

yes, but did you not know what the initial financial model

was?
Mark Gasan :

No, as a shareholder I did not go to the remit.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But you have your experts who advise you!

Mark Gasan :

Yes, that is why.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Then what are you paying them for?

Mark Gasan :

Your Honour, the CFO is telling me I mean black on white,
which I said in the email, that it is not payable by ElectroGas. I
mean, what do I do?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Let’s be fair to you. So, what you are telling me is that
the CFO did not bring to your attention an email from your
consultant, from your advisors, telling them that the Government
of Malta had the model which stated that you will be paying that
excise tax?
Mark Gasan :

No, and you can see it from my email, Dottoressa.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : And they did not even inform you or bring to your
attention that according to the advisor, the original agreement
which ElectroGas had with Enemalta included the excise tax in
the agreed prices as having to be paid by ElectroGas. You were
not aware of this.
Mark Gasan :

No. And also, I mean, no I mean it is pretty clear from my
email, … … further to the conversation I had with the CFO, I mean
he is saying “this is the position, Enemalta is disagreeing,” and I
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am saying, “you need to resolve it and escalate it.” That is the
information I had at that point in time.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Were you aware of other tax concessions that were
provided to ElectroGas?
Mark Gasan :

Tax concessions, no, I am not aware.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So were you aware that the thirty million (30m)
upfront payment made was to be considered as tax deductible?
Mark Gasan :

I believe you are referring to an email of John Zarb?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, I am.
Mark Gasan :

Can I suggest because John Zarb needs to explain that and
you are saying it is a concession; I do not know exactly what it is
about but PWC were obviously strong about doing things
properly, advised on that. I think it is something I cannot explain,
myself, my technical capacity.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You are copied in this email and the email reads as
follows: “Dear all, the attached exchange of emails is important
and needs to be carefully retained as it sets out the Inland
Revenue’s agreement to the key issue that we had written to
confirm and which are reflected in the model, namely that the
thirty million (30m) upfront payment is tax deductible, that the
VAT chargeable on the thirty million (30m) would be accounted
by Enemalta directly to Government rather than it being built to
EGM and then EGM having to apply for a VAT refund. Third, that
any compensation due to EGM in respect of the gas exit option
would not be taxable. Fourth, that the payment of this
compensation is outside the scope of VAT.” You were aware of
this, right? You received the email.
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Mark Gasan :

But you are saying it is a concession. I am not aware that it
was a concession, that is why –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

What was it then? Tell us.

Mark Gasan :

That’s why, in that email –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : May I ask a silly question? On your other companies,
do you collect VAT and then ask for a refund?
Mark Gasan :

But can I –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Can you please answer the question! Please! Just answer

the question.
Mark Gasan :

Your Honour, I am copied in an email –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Just answer the question! We are going to remind you what

the question is.
Mark Gasan :

and I am expected to understand the technical processes it?
I mean the person copied in there –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Then come to the question please.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I do not mind if you do not understand the
technicalities of it.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

But Dr Comodini Cachia, he has not answered you.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I am sure the Board will understand the technical
implications once they have the email presented. So if the
director does not –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

we expect answers here.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I do not mind. Were you aware of how ElectroGas
dealt with different Government agencies?
Mark Gasan :

You need to explain that a bit. How do you mean?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : For example, what was the relationship between
ElectroGas and Minister Konrad Mizzi?
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Mark Gasan :

My understanding is that the project was a complicated one
in the sense that after ElectroGas was awarded the bid, it was
not like a normal contract where you simply just sign a contract
and get on with it; a lot of points needed to be negotiated and
agree, there was a process, and that ElectroGas had with
Enemalta, and my understanding is that that the Minister would
get involved, me personally I never attended those meetings, but
it is what I understand.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So you personally never met with the Minister for this
project?
Mark Gasan :

The first time I met with Minister Konrad Mizzi was on the
opening of the power station.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Pardon?
Mark Gasan :

The first time I met Minister Konrad Mizzi –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

the inauguration.

Mark Gasan :

the inauguration of the power station in April seventeen
(’17).

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But were there emails never exchanged, no emails?

Mark Gasan :

Me, definitely no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Telephone calls?

Mark Gasan :

Me, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Not with you. Maybe with your father then.

Mark Gasan :

No.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No?

Mark Gasan :

I do not think so, but you can ask him.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, we will ask him.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You said that the project was a complex one and that
of course the minister had to participate. Does this mean that the
project was actually reliant on Konrad Mizzi’s support?
Mark Gasan :

I cannot answer that question in the sense I was not in
those negotiations.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : But you were there you told us when Mr Fenech was
partially absent, that is two thousand and seventeen (2017),
eighteen (’18), nineteen (’19), but more so eighteen (’18) and
nineteen (’19),
Mark Gasan :

yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So would you have been aware of meetings that were
taking place with Mr Mizzi?
Mark Gasan :

No, I mean I could have been advised, but I was not present
myself.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Were you aware of differences between what
Enemalta wanted or what Enemalta was ready to concede and
what Konrad Mizzi was ready to concede?
Mark Gasan :

No, I was aware of the disputes between Enemalta and
ElectroGas, the high level disputes. I was not aware what
Enemalta was ready to concede or not. I mean I was just aware
that there were certain disputes that arise from –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

Who handled these issues on behalf of ElectroGas?

There were directors of ElectroGas and they would decide
between them who would attend which meeting and what.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : If they handled the relationship with whoever they
deemed fit, why was it, and if you were so unaware of all this,
why was it –
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Mark Gasan :

Dottoressa, I did not say I was unaware; what is said was I
was aware there were certain disputes between Enemalta and
ElectroGas and these were reported in board presentations.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Were you aware of the reliance on the Minister?
Mark Gasan :

I mean certain disputes that were risen, if there was a
dispute and there was a position between Enemalta and
ElectroGas were at loggerheads, I would assume it was escalated,
but I mean.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Ok. So, are you aware or do you remember an email
that you sent yourself on the fifth (5th) of January two thousand
and seventeen (2017) were you said the following: “Tactically we
need to be aware of all the issues and devise a plan how to
handle them all and not handle each one as they come by…”
Mark Gasan :

that is the same issue as the excise tax,

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : you were referring to pending issues with Enemalta.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, yes, yes. Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You continue to say the following: “Do we approach
Enemalta on all of them at once, etc? Do we skip Enemalta and
go straight to the Minister?” So were you aware of the
relationship and the reliances –
Mark Gasan :

Dottoressa, there was –

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I can continue reading it. It would not look any better.
Mark Gasan :

No, but there is an “or” because I said, “or the Minister and
the CEO or the Chairman of Enemalta.”

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It continues as follows: “I suggest this should be the
first topic of discussion on Monday and possibly a meeting with
Minister or the Minister and Frederick should be held on Monday
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afternoon after all the issues are discussed internally and a plan
formulated. Some of the issues I am aware of is the excise tax
which if resolved will heavily impact our P and L.”
Mark Gasan :

This is the same email that we discussed in my last
testimony and … discuss now. As I said, I was made aware that
there are these issues that Enemalta and ElectroGas were at
loggerheads with.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Mr Gasan, you just told you were never involved in

these negotiations,
Mark Gasan :

No, I was not.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

And you are leading them.

No, I am not! I am suggesting, Your Honour, I am suggesting
that there are these issues they need to be escalated, it is a
suggestion.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

You were aware and you were suggesting ways and

means of going around them and resolving them.
Mark Gasan :

No. It is not solving them, Your Honour. I am saying that
there are these issues that need to be resolved. Which way it
goes I do not know but it resolved.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Did you know that the Minister was going to intervene, to

help?
Mark Gasan :

No, I did not know.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You did not know.

Mark Gasan :

No, no, I did not know.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You did not know. You were not informed. I cannot

understand how. But anyway.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Look Mr Gasan, I am not interested in whether you
wanted the Minister to help you. I am interested whether the
Minister helped.
Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Let us put this clear. We are not investigating

ElectroGas,
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No, I am not interested in doing that.
Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Or where you did business or … … What we are about

here is to have the facts right because that could lead us to have
some sort of reflection on other thinks.
Mark Gasan :

Your Honour, I am here to tell you what I know, I am not
holding back on anything. I am not holding back on anything.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But you were not aware that the Minister was helping out,

were you?
Mark Gasan :

That the Minister was involved when certain issues were at
loggerheads with Enemalta I was aware but I did not –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So you were aware that he got involved.

Mark Gasan :

Yes, in certain issues, yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

And these issues that Dr Therese is reading out to you now,

you were aware.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, he wrote the email.
Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

He was aware, and not only aware, he was of the

opinion that they could resolve by going directly to the Minister.
And that means a lot.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Are we right, Mr Gasan, here?

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

And he was saying that they better go … …

But Your Honour my email was not intimating that it should
be resolved towards ElectroGas. My email was intimating that
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there is this issue, one way or the other it needs to be decided
whether it is for ElectroGas or Enemalta. It cannot be left open.
Imh. A. Lofaro :

Yes, but you are mentioning the Minister, aren’t you?

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

… … you will agree with me that in your mind at least

at that moment you had the perception that if you went direct to
the Minister the matter could be resolved more quickly or more
favourably?
Mark Gasan :

That is would be decided and resolved.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Therefore you can confirm that the Minister was a

direct source of contact with ElectroGas and that direct approach
would resolve issues.
Mark Gasan :

I believe there were meetings, yes, between –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

but that is not what the question was. I would like you to

answer the questions please.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So were you aware for example that Mr Fenech – I
am reading here from his email of twelve (12) July two thousand
and seventeen (2017), and the subject is LNG financing, and it is
just a one liner, which says, “I am abroad trying to work on it
with the Ministry.” Then there is another email in reply to that
which says, his email as well and it is a twelve (12) July email
once again the subject is LNG financing and it says, “Ronald
thinks we should discuss with Enemalta. I spoke to him now but
goes totally against what we were asked to do last week.” The
reply is, “Frederick is not willing to give us his signature unless we
come to an agreement on the billing. Someone has to instruct
him.” The reply to that is: “Frederick has to be instructed by
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Konrad Mizzi first.” Were you aware of this relationship with the
Minister?
Mark Gasan :

Am I in copy in that?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No, you are not copied in. When you are I will tell
you. But it is on the same topic.
Mark Gasan :

It does not ring a bell to me.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It does not ring a bell.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So you were not aware. Were you aware that the
Government was involving itself also with how ElectroGas replies
to the media?
Mark Gasan :

No, I was not aware.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Were you aware of questions sent to ElectroGas by
The Guardian?
Mark Gasan :

In two thousand and eighteen (2018) on 17 Black? Can you
give it context?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Sure. So this was seventeenth (17th) April two
thousand and eighteen (2018) and the questions from The
Guardian were received on the same day, seventeenth (17th)
April two thousand and eighteen (2018).
Mark Gasan :

I cannot specifically recall, but I could be in copy.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : No, Mr Gasan, you were not copied. But my question
is were you aware that the Government was actually instructing
ElectroGas on how to address media and journalists?
Mark Gasan :

I do not …

Imh. A. Lofaro :

We are speaking about The Guardian here.

Mark Gasan :

I am not in copy Your Honour.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : There are several.
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

Do you have to be copied! I mean, are you not proactive at

all?!
Mark Gasan :

I am not a director of ElectroGas, Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

… … an investment.

Mark Gasan :

But I did not know –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

and you have all those millions invested, you take an

interest, no?
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Before you told us that when the email was sent to
the Board there was a time when you were included in that block
email. In two thousand and eighteen (2018) were you in that
block email?
Mark Gasan :

Yes, probably, yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes. So this is why you remember The Guardian –
Imh. A. Lofaro :

No, he said he does not!

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Because you were probably included –
Mark Gasan :

I said I do not remember the specific issue, but I mean it
could be, I mean –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But would one not remember The Guardian?!

Mark Gasan :

What is it about? What is the context?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : He actually said before when the email was sent to
the block, the board, at point he was copied and included in that
list, so in two thousand and eighteen (2018),
Mark Gasan :

I think so, yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I assume that you were included in the list.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, yes.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

But he did not remember.
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : So if you were included in that list, you would also
have received –
Mark Gasan :

Your Honour, she did not tell me what the email was about.
If she tells me what it is about I will answer if I remember.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

The Guardian did not ring a bell!

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : If you were included in this list, do you remember
receiving an email the subject of which was “Questions from The
Guardian, urgent” and the email reads as follows: “Dear all, I
have just got a call from the secretary of Ronald Mizzi. We will
receive a proposal how to answer from Government of Malta. I
will distribute it then to you. Please see below also the mail from
Chris for your info.”
Mark Gasan :

I cannot specifically recall it.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You do not recall.

Mark Gasan :

Specifically recall that email, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You are testifying under oath.

Mark Gasan :

What is the subject?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It is urgent, it is from The Guardian. You do not recall.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : My issue is not with the email of The Guardian
because these are all emails in which the Government told
ElectroGas how to behave with journalists and media. My
question is more or how intrusive was the Government in the
operations of ElectroGas and whether there was collusion
between the Office of the Prime Minister and the office of
Konrad Mizzi informing you and instructing you how to behave
with journalists and with members of the media?
Imh. A. Lofaro :

And this is foreign media now.
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Mark Gasan :

I mean those emails are what they are, I mean –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

And yet you do not recall! Am I right? You do not recall the

incident at all.
Mark Gasan :

This particular email?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You know the incident regarding The Guardian, it is urgent,

you know, the Government is instructing you how to reply, and
you do not recall it!
Mark Gasan :

I do not recall this one.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It is two years ago. You are still young, aren’t you Mr Gasan!

Mark Gasan :

I know. I do not understand –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

I do not think you are in your dotage. You are what? In your

forties? Forties, right?
Mark Gasan :

A bit less.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : There is an email informing you how to reply
questions from The Guardian, then there is an email with
Minister Mizzi copied therein and it is sent by Ronald Mizzi
whereby,
Mark Gasan :

But Dotteressa, in these emails the board of ElectroGas is
copied?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes! To EGM_mail_board. And you told me that in
two thousand and eighteen (2018) you were on this list.
Mark Gasan :

Can I see this list?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, of course.
Mark Gasan :

I do not think this is the board of ElectroGas email. I do not
think this was it. And actually the emails I am seeing here, I am
not in copy.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

So you do not remember, right?
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Mark Gasan :

No, I do not think I was sent this, Your Honour.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You were not sent a copy so you do not remember. Ok.

Mark Gasan :

Not I do not remember; I was not sent a copy.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Whether you were sent these emails or not is in
reality a bit irrelevant to me. The relevance of what I would like
to focus on is whether you were actually aware that the
Government, people like Ronald Mizzi, Konrad Mizzi, Lindsey
Gambin, Alexander Cutajar from OPM, were actually instructing
Catherine Helpin and the Board members on whether to accept
interviews by certain media on how to give interviews to
particular media and on how to reply to questions put to them by
the media. It could be that you were not aware. In that case just
tell us.
Mark Gasan :

Yes, I mean for what I have seen I have seen in the media,
what was published, I was not aware of this direction going on.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Would you be surprised then to find that ElectroGas
even shared CVs of applicants who applied for a job with
ElectroGas and they shared those CVs with Ronald Mizzi and
Konrad Mizzi? You would be surprised.
Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Would you also be surprised to realize that
ElectroGas chose the gadgets it was about to use for its
marketing campaign based on what OPM liked?
Mark Gasan :

…

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes. Would you be surprised to realize that
ElectroGas chose its security supplier, its security service
provider, because the Government proposed him?
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Mark Gasan :

Yes.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Do you know who Constantino Bermayer is?
Mark Gasan :

Sorry?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Do you know who Constantino Bermayer is?
Mark Gasan :

It does not ring a bell. No.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Before two thousand thirteen (2013) did you ever
meet Joseph Muscat, maybe Karmenu Vella, and Mr Fenech over
a dinner?
Mark Gasan :

I mean I was asked the question last time –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

We are asking you again then.

Mark Gasan :

Eh?

Imh. A. Lofaro :

We are asking again. Try and remember please.

Mark Gasan :

… … a dinner in Portomaso, I do not recall it, no.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : You do not remember this.
Mark Gasan :

No, dinner in Portomaso, I do not remember, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Could it have been a lunch or could it have been another

venue perhaps? Mr Gasan, could it have been somewhere else?
Could it have been a lunch or a tea or a coffee meeting anywhere
else?
Mark Gasan :

I do not recall this dinner, this lunch, no, this tea, no.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Anything? Anything?

Mark Gasan :

No, I do not recall it.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Any kind of meeting, any kind of encounter? You do not

remember? Are you sure?
Mark Gasan :

I do not recall it this dinner meeting, no, I do not recall it.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

It could have not been a dinner, perhaps.

Mark Gasan :

And this Constantino, I do not know who he is.
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Imh. A. Lofaro :

So you do not remember. Can you exclude it also?

Mark Gasan :

I do not recall it. you …

Imh. A. Lofaro :

but you are not excluding it; you are just not remembering,

right?
Mark Gasan :

I mean –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

I mean I know my English; you know yours. I do not recall it

it does not mean you are excluding it; it means you are not
remembering it. unless you wish to change your testimony.
Mark Gasan :

This person she mentioned I do not know who he is –

Imh. A. Lofaro :

No, no, forget that person. We are talking about dinner,

lunch, whatever.
Mark Gasan :

No, at Portomaso, no I did not.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Somewhere else? I told you! Anywhere else, anywhere else.

Mark Gasan :

I do not recall it.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

You do not recall but you are not excluding. Ok. Because

that is what “I do not recall” means in the English language.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I think I have one final topic to discuss with you and
this is going back to the shareholders’ loans and you told us that
they are not interest free, but that you have not received interest
yet. I would like you to explain how you reached agreement on
the rate of interest that you were charging ElectroGas.
Mark Gasan :

I recall there was debate between the directors how much
it should be. I remember it being debated. That is it. But this is I
mean a private company –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Does it differ from the accepted commercial rate?

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Well, they start like this. So, –
Mark Gasan :

but Your Honour this is a private company in the sense –
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Yes, it is a private company but we are seeking

information on the involvement of a private company with
Government authorities. It is true that the interest is paid by a
private company to you, but there are things which are of
interest to the inquiry, they reflect on the activities of certain
people.
Mark Gasan :

Ah, yes, ok, but my understanding is that the shareholders’
loan –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Well, if it is within the accepted commercial rates, I

mean there is nothing to hide about.
Mark Gasan :

No, no, but I remember there was a discussion.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : What is the interest rate?
Mark Gasan :

I think it is six percent (6%).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : What is the interest rate that Enemalta charged you
for either liquidated damages or for payments or for the delay in
the project? Do you know what ElectroGas pays to Enemalta?
Mark Gasan :

I think that on the LDs it was in the media, it is two percent
(2%).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : It is two percent (2%). Right. So Enemalta charges you
two percent (2%); and you as shareholders as Gem are charging
ElectroGas what percentage on these loans?
Mark Gasan :

I believe it is six (6).

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Six (6). Was six percent (6%) the original figure or was
it a compromised figure?
Mark Gasan :

I think it was a compromised figure. If I recall well there
were emails and discussion what the percentage shall be.
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

But Dottoressa, obviously, I mean, if we start off from

a loan, you expect, the return is within commercial parameters, I
mean that is something which is acceptable.
Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : Yes, but I would like to ask the witness if he is aware
that in reply to his proposal of six percent (6%), he received a
reply indicating as follows: “Dear all, still high in today’s
environment, but if not a problem for the banks we should go for
that rate.” So did you seek advice on coming to this rate or was it
a rate agreed between the shareholders?
Mark Gasan :

No, my recollection was internal discussion, it is an internal
matter between ElectroGas. I do not think it involves any other
people.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

In normal circumstances … … … that.

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia : I do not have anything else for this witness.
Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Are you still of the opinion that prior to two thousand

thirteen (2013) there was no contact between the Gasans and
the Government?
Mark Gasan :

Definitely, on this project definitely.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

On this project.

Yes.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

And the first contact with the Fenechs on this project,

when was it?
Mark Gasan :

As I said last time, we were approached, first George
Fenech had approached Paul Apap Bologna … … and then they
approached us after a meeting he had on something else.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

Was it after two thousand thirteen (2013) or before?

Sorry?
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Was it before or after the election of two thousand

thirteen (2013)?
Mark Gasan :

I think it was slightly before the election,

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

slightly before.

But then we were looking at this because it was announced
by the Labour Party if they come into power, “could you
potentially be interested?” that was the discusson.

Pros:

And did Paul Apap Bologna consult you or discussed with you the
project even before that?

Mark Gasan :

No. I mean my father had been approached by Paul back in
two thousand and…

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

and seven.

… … … the first I, we got approached was when George
Fenech spoke to us and said potentially looking at this –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

because the party in opposition at that time intended

to go for this sort of project and therefore you interested
yourself.
Mark Gasan :

I believe the Labour Party when it was in opposition had
announced it was going to go for it in January, I believe. I believe
Paul and –

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

the party in opposition, whatever, they launched the

project without ever consulted you, it was just a brainchild of
either Mr Mizzi or whatever.
Mark Gasan :

I mean, there was NAO report, it was reference to an
agreement between the opposition and this company Energy
World, because they had bidded and they were chucked out and
they appealed but I have nothing to do with that –
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

What there in on this issue in the NAO report, you

think is correct?
Mark Gasan :

On this company Energy World?

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

On the interest which the Gasans and the Fenechs …

… with the project … in two thousand thirteen (2013),
Mark Gasan :

from our side, definitely there was no contact with anyone
in the Opposition.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

But the part which dealt with this issue and the NAO

report, are you in agreement with that, with the assessment the
NAO has of this issue?
Mark Gasan :

The NAO report on this refers to an agreement the
Opposition had with this company Energy World which we have
no relation with or anything to do.

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :
Mark Gasan :

You did read that part of the NAO report.

Reference to this company Energy World?

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

Your interest in the company.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

He said he read it last time.

Mark Gasan :

Yes, in which company? Sorry?

Imh. J. Said Pullicino :

That part in the NAO report which deals with your

interest in this energy project which was alien to you, something
which you never went into, energy production, something new.
Mark Gasan :

I do not believe we were referenced in the NAO report, we
as Gasan.

Imh. M. Mallia :

Ok, you may step down.

Mark Gasan :

Thank you.

Imh. A. Lofaro :

Thank you.
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Din hija x-xhieda ta’ Mark Gasan dettata minnu stess.
Niddikjara li traskrivejt bl-ahjar hila tieghi x-xhieda ta’ l-istess xhud.

Margaret De Battista
Traskrittrici
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